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With 2.77M people, 
Kaohsiung City is 
the second most 
populous c i ty in 
Taiwan. 

Social Innovation Research Group
Newsletter Contents               Recent Highlights
1. News from SIRG - Reza Mirza

2. Five Ways  Government Can Promote Social 
Enterprise Development  - Wendy Pan

3. Afterthoughts on Pathways  and Barriers  to 
Social Enterprise Success - Melinda Jacobs

4. Bringing The Ecosystem Together - Remi Kanji

5. Social Enterprise Spotlight: New Dawn Centre 
for Migrant Workers - Wendy Pan

6. Social Enterprise Spotlight: Zhishan Lohas - 
Reza Mirza

7. Entrepreneurs for Good - Melinda Jacobs

8. Connecting the Dots  of Impact Investing in 
Asia - Remi Kanji

UPDATE

1. SIRG symposium attended by over 55 
Taiwanese practitioners and policy 
makers in Social Enterprise

2. Symposium white papers  released and 
published by SIX

3. Participated in British Council and 
Arthur Guinness Fund's Entrepreneurs 
for Good competition in Kuala Lumpur

4. SIRG welcomed Scope Group as a 
knowledge partner

5. Attended the Rockefeller Foundation 
Impact Investing Forum
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It’s  sometimes  hard to 
believe but the Social 
Innovat ion Research 
Group began just  over six 
months  ago. We were four 
recent graduates with 
nothing but a little grit. It 
started with a simple plan 
to travel 12,110 km and 

make a difference. 

We came with a simple value add: diverse 
backgrounds  and a global outlook. Each member 
brought distinct analytical tools  from our different 
disciplines. Nothing exemplifies this more than 
Wendy Pan’s  novel methodology to analyze social 
enterprises  based on their financial statement. (You 
have one guess to figure out her academic 
background.)  But beyond our academic training, we 
each completed fieldwork in different regions of the 
global south: Indonesia,  Bangladesh, Kenya and 
Peru. If I was  a betting man,  I’d wager this  unique 
combination is what enabled us to succeed. 

In these few months,  we’ve managed to interview 
a host of movers-and-shakers in Taiwan, from the 
CEO of the Eden Foundation to the Deputy 
Director-General of the NHI. We took the field and 
visited organizations like Aurora Social Enterprise on 
Alishan Mountain plus  some other organizations  in 
places like Hualien and Taichung. 
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And then we wrote. We wrote about what we saw, 
what we found and what we heard echoed from coast 
to coast. And then something unexpected happened: 
SIRG got published,  retweeted,  and noticed. Our 
newsletter following grew. People started reaching out 
to us. And that’s  when we realized we could 
accomplish what we came to do.

So we reached out to all our fantastic supporters 
to organize a symposium. The idea was to organize 
something that would have a lasting impact. Our 
symposium was about bringing together the 
community and its thought leaders  to discuss  key 
issues. And the discussion led to more than we could 
hope for. We distilled the community’s voice to create 
the SIRG white papers,  which enumerate the 
challenges faced by Taiwan’s social innovation sector 
and how it can move forward.

And though I’m now writing this  from a snowy 
Toronto, this  is  just the beginning of SIRG. Part of 
the team remains in Taiwan to continue this project 
and other impressive work. With new partnerships 
budding,  SIRG is  cementing its place in Taiwan. In 
fact,  I’ll be onboarding the new team quite soon. 
Though there’s no reason to stop there. One day we 
hope to see SIRG exploring other regions. So keep in 
touch until you see us next.

News from SIRG
By Reza Mirza

The SIRG 
t e a m 
enjoying 
Taiwan’s 
amazing 
cuisine.
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As social enterprise becomes  a growing trend, governments are trying to 
determine their positions  in relation to the sector. To what extent should 
governments get involved? What roles could the governments play to best 
enable social enterprise development? While the answer to this  question is  still 
unfolding, below are some examples of successful government – social 
enterprise sector engagement in Asia.

1) Outsourcer

A number of public functions can be carried out more efficiently at lower 
costs if private companies performed them. A government could benefit 
service end-users and provide opportunities to grow social enterprises at the 
same time, by outsourcing some of its works to private organizations. This 
drives service providers toward a new mentality - putting their customers at 
the center of the reform. For instance, in order to integrate new immigrants 
into society, the Singaporean government contracts a privately-managed 
organization to provide career advisory services. Because most managers in 

this organization used to be recruiters of private companies, they have extensive networks to provide 
placements for new immigrants after they complete the organization’s training courses- a benefit that 
may not have been possible had the program been purely driven by the public sector. The social 
enterprise charges the Singaporean government on a fee-per-person basis. For another, in Taiwan, a 
governmental agency is planning to start an incubator for social enterprises. To ensure the project’s 
effectiveness, the government plans to contract a large social enterprise in Taiwan, which has 
experience in this field, to lead the initiative. 

2) Purchaser

Every year, governments  around the world spend large amounts  of money 
paying for products. When a government gives  priorities  to social enterprises 
to be its  suppliers, it is  providing opportunities for these social enterprises  to 
learn in a  relatively “safe environment”, allowing them to refine business 
models and improve competitiveness. After accumulating an initial income by 
getting bulk orders  from the government, these social enterprises can then 
turn to other customers  for sales. For example, to support one of the newly 
founded think-tanks  in Seoul, the city government decided to purchase 
consulting service from it, by paying for the city’s public offers to go to its 

seminars. With the city government as  one of its major clients, the think-tank got the opportunity to 
learn the best practices, collect feedback, and transform its  delivery model. Perhaps partially as  a 
result of this voice of confidence, this  think-tank now provides similar services to private companies 
and other local governments. However, this  policy would require substantial due diligence from the 
government to ensure the backing of the right type of companies by differentiating “social marketing” 
from “social enterprise”. 

Five Ways Government Can Promote Social Enterprise Development 
By Wendy Pan
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3) Investor

A government could be a direct or an indirect investor to social ventures- it 
could openly call for proposals to provide seed funding to social enterprises 
or subsidize organizations for parts of the salaries they pay marginalized 
employees. Although subsidies in the form of capital or labor could help 
some social enterprises grow, they could also distort the competition. For 
example, a founder of a small social enterprise in Hong Kong complained that 
large social enterprises, which were started by famous businessmen, got 
excessive “low cost” resources from the government, while the smaller ones 
got squeezed out due to the lack of support. In fact, venture philanthropists 
and impact investors should be able to take major roles in making 
investments. Having a healthy impact investing sector ensures that social 

entrepreneurs can gain access to capital based on their projects’ innovativeness and sustainability. 
Another challenge to government-funded social initiatives is measurement. To keep the evaluation 
process simple, government agencies often use one-fit-all indicators, such as “1 year return on 
investment”, “jobs created after 2 years” or “6 month cash flow”. However, this way of measuring 
return often discourages entrepreneurs looking to create long-term impact from taking the grants. 

4) Match-Maker

In Japan, due to a strict protective labor law on disability 
employment, quite a number of large corporations started 
subsidiaries that function just like social enterprises. The parents 
company provides funding, purchases goods from the 
subsidiaries, and sends some of its senior managers to advise the 
subsidiaries. In this way, the subsidiaries could employ 
marginalized groups, while enjoying supports from the parent 
company. This “special case of a subsidiary” form is currently 
being piloted in Taiwan with supports from its Labor Council. The 

CEO of a large NPO in Taiwan told me that many social enterprises seek partnership opportunities 
with corporations and that governments should act as match-makers to facilitate the adoption 
process. This practice could prevent the government from taking too many responsibilities by 
getting the private sector involved in promoting social innovation. The difficulty, however, is to find 
corporations that are willing to invest time and resources to work with young social enterprises. To 
achieve the best result, the matches could not be tilted in a way that benefits one side and 
sacrifices the other – they have to be “mutually beneficial”.

5) Observer

If a government is not yet sure of the next step, it could simply be 
an observer, by encouraging its officers to attend conferences and 
to participate in discussions. Those officers could then meet 
practitioners, media and research institutions which are active in 
the sector, collecting advice from experienced stakeholders before 
coming up with action plans. Some people oppose this form of 
“support” because they view it as “too passive”. In certain context, 
however, it might just be the most suitable policy. As a famous line 
in Daoism says, “the best way to rule is to do nothing”. 
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Following our symposium, 
“Pathways  and Barriers  to 
Social Enterprise Success,” 
the SIRG team quickly got to 
work writing and publishing 
white papers  (which you can 
find here) to disseminate our 
conference learnings and 
take aways. The whitepapers 

were written as objectively as possibly, and tried to 
factually document the discussion and accurately 
present the predominant themes and topics without 
favouring one opinion. However, after so much 
vibrant discussion, this was  immensely challenging 
task. As organizers and moderators, we were as 
much in the room as participants, and were also 
learning and thinking, getting new ideas  and 
challenging old ones. Here are some of the ideas  I 
couldn’t include in the whitepapers, and some 
questions  that will continue to drive the SIRG and our 
conversation about social enterprise in Taiwan 
forward. 

Panel 1 – Financial and Human Capital

One of my main take aways from this discussion was 
how rooted we are in personal experience – we view 
problems and solutions  in the context of our own 
organizations, often without considering what can be 
learned from others. It was  great to see these 
learnings as they apply to financial and human capital 
being addressed within the symposium, but that 
conversation was a tip of a very, very big iceberg: 
how can we better collaborate to train, motivate and 
advance young talent? How can we attract and foster 
the funding that would drive all of our organizations 
further? These are tough questions, but it is  clear that 
the answers will come from collaborations requiring 
multiple stakeholders  with many different experiences 
and interests at the table.

Panel 2 – Metrics and Evaluation

Although everyone clearly agrees metrics  and 
evaluation are important, few are exceling at it in 
practice. From engaging with speakers  and audience 
members, it was  clear that the expertise, tools and 
time to implement metrics  in diverse areas and deep 
niches are hugely challenging, and in fact a barrier for 
further growth. For organizations currently collecting 
metrics, they’ve yet to be coordinated and shared for 
cross-organizational learning – despite the fact that 
everyone is playing in the same sandbox (Taiwan). 
How can this  be?! There would be so much room to 
connect organizations and leverage learning if we had 

effective, comparable data that could be shared in a 
timely fashion. There’s a huge imperative to design, 
test and implement solutions – this has  to be the next 
step forward. 

Panel 3 – Working in the Margins

One of the biggest disconnects  I see as a researcher 
is between researchers, who often focus  on systems 
level knowledge, and “field” organizations, that area 
actually out there and doing the work within 
communities. How can we meaningfully use the 
experiences of organizations in the field to inform the 
research agenda? This conversation was certainly a 
step. How can we use our collective knowledge 
about engaging in marginalized communities  to 
create new demand for services, to direct 
empowering resources, and leverage empathy as  a 
practice in engaging new stakeholders? It’s  still 
unclear. 

“Working in the Margins” is almost exactly where we 
do not work as  researchers, and made me realize the 
need for mechanisms  to connect the high level, policy 
and research driven peole and organizations with 
meaningful experiences  within communities. I am 
particularly grateful to the organizations that have 
helped SIRG and exposed us  to some of the 
challenges of working in the margins first hand. We all 
need to find ways to more meaningful connect to the 
people social enterprise really aims  to serve and, 
ideally, empower. 

Conclusions

As  you can tell, the conversation we started has not 
stopped –it’s extended into coffee shops and 
classrooms, boardrooms and email conversations. 
The Social Innovation Research Group is very proud 
to be part of it, and we hope that with your help we 
can move it toward action. 

Over the next few months, SIRG will be experiencing 
some changes  – some team members  will be leaving, 
while others just arriving. During that time we’ll 
continue to develop our programming and continue 
collaborating with our partners  to create new value 
and leverage social innovation and social enterprise 
as a sector (especially in Taiwan). If you have 
internship post ings, partnersh ip thoughts, 
constructive comments, or just want to say hi, please 
be in touch – SIRG would love to hear from you!

Afterthoughts on Pathways and Barriers to Social 
Enterprise Success
By Melinda Jacobs
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The social enterprise sector in Taiwan reflects  an 
inherent tension in social enterprise as a concept. The 
‘enterprise’ element of social enterprise favors  meritocracy 
and market leadership – two worthy goals  that help drive 
organizations to become more sustainable and build 
better products. But the ‘social’ aspect of social enterprise 
is  better served through cooperation – coordinated action 
between various  groups  specializing in different social 
activities, collectively creating change. How can 
organizations fight to be market leaders in one realm, 
while collaborating to generate impact in another? 

	 Perhaps the first step to absolving this  
tension is  addressing it at a big picture level. In Taiwan, 
there are various instances  of competition and fracturing, 
where coordination would actually generate greater social 
impact. Though this  piece will focus  on where coordination 
should be increased between social value creators, it is 
ultimately up to the community  to decide whether they 
should be acting competitively, independently, or 
coordinating to increase impact.  

Sectoral Leadership vs. Coordination – We’ve noticed 
that there are different actors within the Taiwanese SE 
sector fighting to be thought leaders. These social 
enterprises  and revenue generating non-profits  tend to 
independently organize SE programming, with several 
seeking to create the leading Taiwanese social enterprise 
conference. In the marketplace, it might be valuable to be 
the most cutting edge company, or the market leader. But 
in the relatively young field of social enterprise, 
collaborative learning could be a more valuable than 
thought leadership, because groups  are identifying and 
addressing a  variety of different challenges. Moreover, 
knowledge sharing might not be a core function for social 
value creating organizations, even if their learnings  are 
relevant and interesting. Perhaps a  platform approach, 
coordinating knowledge sharing between organizations 
and building discussion, offers a valuable alternative to 
sectoral leadership. A group constituting such a platform 
would not be a leader, but rather would be a  facilitator – 
identifying core challenges  expressed by different groups 
and working with them to collectively identify solutions. 

Coordinating impact vs. Competing for Funding/
Markets  - Whether an organization is  a  social enterprise or 
a non-profit, they are competing for money to achieve their 
social mission. In Taiwan and elsewhere, this  poses a 
challenge for cooperation – an organization with more 
successful interventions, gains more funding, and can 
therefore achieve greater scale of impact. If every 
organization in an ecosystem is  highly successful, then it 
becomes more difficult for an NPO to stand out, and 
attract donor interest, achieving more money to scale. 
NPOs are also limited in that their funding tends to be 
allocated for very specific targets, preventing them from 
shifting money to where it might be most useful – this lack 
of flexibility can increase the challenges  of the scaling 

process. I therefore pose the question: is  organization 
driven scal ing well suited for social ly oriented 
organizations, or does it detract from solidarity and 
cooperation? The nature of the funding challenge is  more 
pronounced for social enterprises  and social purpose 
businesses – they compete over a market, which then 
funds  business  and social impact expansion, in addition to 
building brand recognition for contributing to the alleviation 
of a social challenge. If  social marketing produces  financial 
returns  for either a social purpose business or social 
enterprise working on the same issue and serving the 
same market – for example, two coffee shops promoting 
fair trade coffee and working with similar marginalized 
groups  – does  that then constitute a barrier to 
cooperation? 

Attracting Talent – At SIRG’s  2013 Symposium, one of 
the core themes that emerged from discussion was the 
need to attract talented young minds  to social 
entrepreneurship. Similar concerns  have been expressed 
at large scale SE events in Hong Kong as  well. Social 
entrepreneurship simply does not carry the same status  as 
high paying or professional careers, making entry into the 
field a difficult choice for both young people (and their 
parents). Another area where the sector can collaborate is 
developing new strategies  to attract young and socially 
minded individuals  to the sector. While individual 
organizations benefit specifically from attracting new and 
talented young workers, the sector as  a whole should 
coordinate to address shared challenges. 

One of the challenges faced by social value creators  is 
the extent to which the business sector is  seen as  a 
source of unfiltered guidance. Though it offers  many useful 
lessons, social value creators  should be careful about 
what aspects of the private sector they imitate and how 
they do it. Social organizations  can benefit from practices 
like encouraging financial sustainability, increasing revenue 
generation or employing mission-oriented metrics. 
However, when it comes  to scaling social value creation, 
perhaps  business  principles need to be carefully tailored to 
social organizations. In business, scaling is  driven by an 
organization – it increases  revenue, allowing it to increase 
output exponentially. Scaling social value does  not provide 
the same returns, meaning that it might not be able to 
support an increase in organizational size. However, unlike 
pure businesses, social value creators  can cooperate 
because they are not competitors  – their core goal is  not 
to capture the largest share of the market, it’s  to address a 
social issue. Even social enterprises  have separate social 
and financial missions, which can be separately 
addressed. However, modifying business  models  is  easier 
said than done, especially when they provide some of the 
most compelling guidance for the social sector. 

Bringing the Ecosystem Together
By Remi Kanji
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1. SIRG, “Which social issue are you trying to resolve?”

Our target clients  are migrant workers, people who left their 
homes  and came to the cities  to work. One of  the major 
issues  raised during China’s  economic boom was  that our 
government chose to sacrifice a  marginalized group – the 
migrant workers  - to  create good opportunities for 
corporations, by providing those corporations  lots  of low-
cost labors. These migrant workers  have limited rights  and 
very few means  to advocate for their rights. For example, 
only 8% of them have workers’ insurance.  But in recent 
years, we have seen an increasing number of workers’ 
protests. One of major reasons  is  that people who were born 
after the 80s  have joined the workforce. They are well-
educated and have different demands. They are not afraid to 
chase after their dreams. Once they discovered that the work 
environment was  not the environment they could grow in, 
and that could not be changed with hard work, they raised 
their voices. 

2. SIRG, “What prompted you to start this 
organization?”

I was a migrant worker myself in Shenzhen. I worked in a 
large printing company from 1998  to 2002. I took all types  of 
work, trying  to outperform in any task I was  given. However, I 
discovered that the change of  my income did not translate 
into  change of the social environment around me. Neither did 
my social status  change. I wanted to be respected and 
treated equally, like everyone else who was  not a  migrant 
worker. A lot of times, I was  put in contradictive positions. I 
was  promoted to be a front-line manager, and saw other 
front-line managers  creating conflicts. Upper level 
management put pressures  on front-line managers by giving 
them unrealistic goals. What would these front-line managers 
do?  They pressure the people under them. People they once 
were themselves.

3. SIRG, “What specific problems  is  Wuhan facing in terms  of 
migrant workers’ rights?”

Wuhan is  planning to  build a railway that would eventually 
connect to the European railroad system. The government’s 
policy  is  to  attract businesses  to come here. They 
established a “corporate hotline” that solves issues  for 
corporations. If  you are a  Fortune 500 company or top 100 
companies  in China, they (the city government) have one-on-
one services  for you. However, they don’t have any program 
tailored to  people at the bottom of the pyramid. My estimate 

Social Enterprise Spotlight:
New Dawn Centre for Migrant Workers
By Wendy Pan
Date: Dec 28, 2012
Location: Wuhan, China
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is  that there were 1.5 million migrant workers  in the Greater 
Wuhan area in 2008. Now after 4 years, that number has 
become 4 million. 

4. SIRG, “What services do you provide? How do you 
make profit?”

We are essentially  a  second-hand goods  store. This  is  not a 
new concept. I learned it from the ‘Migrant Workers’ Home’ 
store in Beijing. We collect donated goods  from university 
students  in Wuhan, sell them for a  small amount of profit, and 
then use this  profit to create more social value, by providing 
free counseling, entertainment and training services  for 
migrant workers.  Our mission is  to do  better in sales  through 
inventory management and customer service, and use the 
proceeds  to support the migrant workers’ community in any 
way we can. 

5. SIRG, “Why did you choose Wuhan over Shenzhen?”

From 2003  to 2008, I was  working  in Shenzhen as  a  social 
worker, promoting workers’ rights there. The issue with 
Shenzhen was  the lack of resources  from universities. 
Shenzhen has many NPOs. This  made free money or free 
goods easily accessible to migrant workers. These NPOs’ 
concept was  to give out goods for free. And they had a lot of 
resources. I had a different vision than they did. The good 
thing about Shenzhen though, is  the notion of “local people” 
is  not very strong. However, this  concept is  quite strong 
among people in Wuhan. So  there is  more differentiation 
between treatments  towards  migrant workers  and treatments 
towards the “locals” here. 

6. SIRG, “How do you operate as a business? What are 
some of the major learning points?”

In terms of operations, we used to think that donated goods 
would be easy to  sell at ‘fair prices’. That was not the case. 
People do not want second-hand clothes here. They don’t 
even want second-hand goods  that look like first-hand at $5-
$8  Chinese Yuan (about 1 USD). Our sales  went from 400 
Yuan per day to 0  per day, because people in this  community 
no longer wanted used clothes. So we changed our model. 
We started to collect students’ clothes  after their military 
training, and shipped those clothes  right away to construction 
sites. We sold them to  workers  working at those construction 
sites  directly. So we completely changed our target customer 
group. The business  became more stable this  way. And we 
were able to get closer to our customers  by actively going to 
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a  saturation timeframe. You could only go to  one site for 2 
days  in a  week. Otherwise people at that site would have 
already bought what they need. And your sales  will decline. 
We are able to make 100-200 Yuan a  day now. However, 
after rent and transportation expense, we are still only making 
1000 Yuan a month. We are still figuring out new ways  to 
expand our market. We believe they exist. We just have to 
use innovative ways of thinking to explore them. 

7. SIRG, “Do you have any competition?”

We do, not in the way you might expect though. At the 
beginning, it was  very  easy to raise inventory. We just need to 
go around a  few schools  and host events  for students to 
donate their clothes. However, now there are competitors  in 
the market. They are governmental agencies  and companies. 
They go directly  to student unions and ask them for the 
clothes.  I will give you an example. In the past, we could get 
2000-3000 sets  of clothes  donated by the University  of 
Wuhan. Now because of these competitors, we could only 
get about 1000. So it takes  much longer to get the 
inventories we want. 

8. SIRG, “What are some of the projects you do to fulfill 
your social mission?”

We promote equality and mutual benefit. At the beginning, 
many people did not understand us. They questioned us  by 
asking why we sold clothes  we got for free for 5 Yuan?  How 
could we be so greedy to make money from others’ 
donations? I explained to them that we were actually  selling 
those items  at very cheap prices, so that we have the money 
to give back to the community and achieve our social goals. 

1) We host workers’ rights  learning series, partnering with law 
students  in school.  We summarized the major laws on 
workers’ rights  and give out a small packet to the migrant 
workers. We understand that they won’t read everything there 
word-by word, so we condensed the information and put our 
cellphone numbers  on the front page. In this  way, they know 
who to contact when they are in difficult situations. 

2) We host workers’ entertainment events, because many 
could not afford expensive entertainment in karaoke bars  or 
restaurants. It is  very empty spiritually for them, living in this 
mega city alone. Most of them just go spend time in internet 
cafes  after work. But that won’t help them make friends  or 
build a community. We plan events  with university  students, 
giving them a platform to make friends. 

3) We equip female workers  with knowledge, making  them 
realize that they have special rights  and that they should not 
allow companies to fire them when they are pregnant. 

4) We also drive to areas  in which a lot of migrant workers  live 
and host mobile movie nights  to  promote the understanding 
of workers’ rights  in communities. We want migrant workers 

to feel that they are a part of this  city. Now we have more than 
200 volunteers  helping us. 50 of them are regulars  and come 
quite often.

9. SIRG, “What  are some of the difficulties you face as  a 
social organization or social enterprise?”

We don’t have many people here. Including me, there are only 
3  of  us  full-time. We need to host seminars, drive trucks to 
construction sites  for clothes sales, maintain our website and 
phone service line, and take care of this  store 12 hours  a day 
for 29 days  a month. I really wish we could hire more full-time 
workers. 

It is  not easy to establish a  marketing network. And when we 
promoted ourselves  to migrant workers  and tried to  establish 
a  few key contacts, we found out because they were 
“migrants”, they tended to move around. This  makes 
marketing difficult and inefficient. And the best time for our 
volunteers  to help out is  August and January. However, those 
are the months when migrant workers go home. 

I am also  worrying about the funding. It’s  easy to get funding if 
you are an organization helping out the elders, the children, or 
the environment. But it is  so difficult to be an organization 
focusing on migrant workers’ rights. Certain government 
agencies  would feel we are here to  go against them, while we 
are not. We are here to build a harmonious society. 

10. SIRG, “You’ve mentioned financing and human 
capital involvement as some of the barriers for growth. 
Could you elaborate on these?”

Right now we get some funding from foundations  in Hong 
Kong. You probably knew from the numbers  above that we 
are not breaking even with just the second-hand store. For 
this  business  to be completely self-sustainable, it is  quite 
difficult. In terms  of human capital, I really want to have 5 full-
time staffs. In this  way, we would be able to  run more 
programs  and help more migrant workers. I would not give up 
learning opportunity  just because the environment is  tough. I 
was  very privileged to get funding from an NGO, to go to 
Germany for a conference aim to resolve social issues. There I 
met some social workers  from Hong Kong and Taiwan, 
learned about the issues  they were facing and their solutions 
to those problems. My biggest dream is  to rent out an old 
building, and sublet them to migrant workers. In this  way, we 
can establish a  community and let them share experience 
with each other. In this  way, the development of the business 
will be multi-dimensional. We will achieve huge social benefits. 
Although it is  almost impossible to realize this  dream, I will 
keep working towards it.
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SIRG met Zhishan Lohas (ZL) in November of 
2012. They’re a social enterprise with an innovative 
capitation model – if they encourage their members 
to adopt preventative healthcare measures that 
yield long-term savings, the Taiwanese National 
Health Insurance program pays them for savings 
yielded. Here are some basic details:

Business highlights
• They have a 3 year contract with the 
government, who foots part of the bill, that ends 
in June 2014
• 12 share holders: 6 doctors and 6 patients
• 6000 subscribers to their program
• Total capitalization of $570M NT (~19M USD). 

From the government’s perspective, the current 
problem with healthcare is two-fold. The first and 
near universal problem is that modern healthcare 
focuses on solving ailments after they manifest.  
Zhishan Lohas tackles this  first problem by offering 
a monthly-subscription service where members get 
access to doctors, discounted health food and 
supplements, and classes ranging from cardio to 
yoga.

The government’s second problem is the 
overuse of medical services, as is common among 
countries with national health insurance. In a 
decade, MRI usage spiked 370% in Taiwan, while 
emergency room visits went up 69%. This second 
problem is dealt with by redistributing profits to 
patients. This incentivizes patients to not only be 
responsible about their healthcare usage, but to 
also improve their health. 

For example, let’s say Mr. Lin joins the program 
and starts really taking care of himself. He starts 
cardio, eating well, and even laughing yoga. And 
let’s say a year after starting the program, his 
healthcare usage goes down. Zhishan Lohas 
profits, Mr. Lin profits and all is well. 

 Though, there’s a catch. His usage is 
compared to his previous usage and not the usage 
of his peers. In the that case that Mr. Lin is  65, he 
might still develop arthritis  or any number of chronic 
diseases that afflict the elderly (even if he is getting 
healthier in general). Unsurprisingly, he’ll have to 
visit the hospital more to deal with new ailments 
and this is where things get messy. If his usage 
increases, ZL actually has to pay the government.  
And after their first year of operation, they’re already 
running at a loss because improving health definitely 
doesn’t happen overnight and doesn’t even happen 
over the course of a year. 

This catch limits the program’s scalability and 
chance to really make a difference. Everyone ages 
and we inevitably get unhealthier as we age. Worse, 
healthy individuals are a liability: if you never use 
healthcare, your usage can only increase. These 
realities forces Zhishan Lohas to target safe 
demographics that are unlikely to get worse. 
Otherwise, they can’t make a profit and continue 
their social enterprise. The founders are aware of 
this issue, but there’s not much else they can do 
until the contract renegotiated.

It would be exciting to see this program 
succeed because there’s more being offered here 
than typical health services. Zhishan Lohas is 
building communities in neighborhoods using a 
stacked incentive structure. By bringing people 
together, they’re creating support networks, which 
are a fundamental predictor of both physical and 
mental health. (Social isolation is  risk factor for 
diseases that are often considered purely physical 
like diabetes and heart disease.) We just hope the 
government sees the inherent paradox in the 
current measurement standard and is open to 
reconsidering. Otherwise it’ll be a long road for the 
twelve doctors and patients. 

Social Enterprise Spotlight: 
Zhishan Lohas
By Reza Mirza
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For two weekends  in March, 21  ventures  and over 30 
entrepreneurs  received social enterprise training through the 
“Entrepreneurs  for Good” competition. Sponsored by the 
Arthur Guinness  Foundation and the British Council, 21 
social ventures  from across  Malaysia were brought together 
to receive training, mentorship, and the chance to accelerate 
their businesses  with the help of facilitators  from Scope 
Group. Of the 21 teams, 6 will walk away with incubation 
services  from Scope Group up to 40 000 Malaysian Ringet 
in funding. 

I had the opportunity to participate in both weekends  as 
part of the facilitation team from Scope. In the weeks 
preceding the training, we reviewed dozens  of applications 
and crafted our delivery materials  around what specific 
knowledge or training would give the ventures  the best 
chance at success – in and outside the competition. Just 
like for-profit and tech-based ventures, most social ventures 
fail. Our job at facilitators  was  to decide which information 
and training could meaningfully increase their ventures’ 
outcomes, and leave even the teams eliminated from a 
competition a better chance at success. 

The funny thing about training social entrepreneurs  is 
that many don’t self identify with the title “social 
entrepreneur.” For many of  the people (mostly  founders) we 
met, it was  a deep concern for a  particular social problem 
that led to their idea  and eventual business. None set out to 
be social entrepreneurs  – by combining their knowledge of a 
social issue with an ability  to  change it, that was  simply what 
they became.

We began the first weekend by going over the so-called 
basics, starting with “what is  a social enterprise, anyway?” 
Although we didn’t come up with a  definitive answer, it was 
interesting to see how entrepreneurs from different 
backgrounds  reflected on the term “social enterprise” and its 
ability to leverage or reform their organization. For example, 
some ventures  were designed to be social businesses  (to 
engrain a social value in a for-profit business  model)  while 
others  were non-profits  looking to  diversify their revenue 
streams  and become self-sustainable through adopting a 
new business  model. For those organizations, the training 
was  particularly fruitful: we were able to see ventures 
reconceptualise their core values  in terms  of  what service or 
product they provide, and who would be willing to pay for it. 
Particularly for organizations  working in social areas  that can 
be politicized (both rightly and wrongly), social enterprise can 
be a  tool to become independent of government support or 
scrutiny.

Later sessions  focused on completing a business  model 
canvas  adapted for use in social ventures  – what we called a 

“social canvas.” Breaking down a  business  model or 
product/service delivery into component parts  began to 
show ventures who  they were giving value to and how, and 
which partnerships  would be crucial to moving forward. But 
first thing is  first: clearly  stating the social problem the 
venture is  addressing and making sure the “solution” 
meaningfully addresses it was  the primary task for the 
Entrepreneurs  for Good competitors  as  they completed their 
social canvases. These initial canvases, completed during 
the first weekend were how ventures  were evaluated before 
being shortlisted into the second weekend. Of the 21 who 
attended the first weekend of training, only 12 were able to 
progress to the next round. 

The second weekend of  workshops was  much more 
venture focused. Successful teams were able to bring one 
team member to join the training, and exercises  focused on 
building capacity within the team, rather than the 
collaborative learning we had favoured during the first 
weekend. Now knowing the many shapes  and forms  social 
enterprises can take, it was time to  get to work on planning 
and beginning to execute the businesses  as they moved 
forward – some of them with the potential for seed funding. 

The last hurdle for the ventures  as  they competed for 
seed funding from the British Council and the Arthur 
Guinness  Foundation was  pitching their businesses, first to a 
public audience and second to a panel of judges. Their two-
minute pitches  incorporated all their lessons  learned over the 
two weekend, and hit on each section present in their social 
canvas. From the perspective of a facilitator, it was  very 
gratifying how far a little training and a lot of hard work could 
progress the ventures.  

M a n y p e o p l e q u e s t i o n i f s o m e t h i n g l i k e 
entrepreneurship, let alone social entrepreneurship, can be 
taught or trained – some people think entrepreneurs  are 
born, not made. Looking at the progress our teams  made 
through the first weekend, second weekend, and into their 
final pitching event, there is  no question there is  a role for 
training: we saw business  models iterate, teams  evolve, and 
questions  answered that will certainly  increase their chances 
of success.

We won’t know the results  of the Entrepreneurs  for 
Good competition for several weeks, as like for any 
investment due diligence is  conducted and compiled with 
judges’, and yes, facilitators’, scores.  Stay posted for more 
news  on the Entrepreneurs  for Good – we’re looking forward 
to announcing the winning  ventures, and breaking down 
what differentiated them from the rest of the pack. 
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When I signed up for 
t h e R o c k e f e l l e r 
Foundation’s  East and 
Southeast Asia Impact 
Investing Forum and 
bought my ticket to 
Hong Kong, I was 
unsure o f what to 
expect . In Ta iwan, 
impact investing is very 

new, with only a single fund specifically dedicated to it. 
And though Hong Kong is a financial hub, it is  not yet 
known for its  social innovation capacity – a trend that 
might change in the coming years. I found that the 
impact investing forum managed to frame and address 
two core challenges faced by new social entrepreneurs 
in the Asian market: limited early stage investment and 
an ecosystem that is only just beginning to coalesce. 

The Impact Investing Forum was organized by a 
mix of established and emerging players in the Asian 
social innovation and social finance space. The 
Rockefeller Foundation has already been a long time 
player in Asian social finance, while Asia Community 
Ventures will almost certainly gain more name 
recognition in the next few years - though the 
organization is  new, its founders, Ming Wong and Philo 
Alto, are well recognized in East and Southeast Asia. 
The forum also brought together a large and diverse 
cohort from outside of its  focus region, with a number 
of representatives flying in from South Asia, and even a 
few from North America. Rather than being painfully 
local, it really did succeed in bringing together a wide 
cross section of people for a discussion on social 
finance in Asia.

As  both a researcher on social enterprise and 
aspiring social entrepreneur, I was on the lookout for 
impact investors, who turned out in droves. I met 
representatives from JP Morgan’s  CSR division which 
is shifting to making social enterprise investments 
rather than simple donations; Synergy Social Ventures, 
a fund investing across  East and Southeast Asia; and 
numerous funds dedicated more specifically to Hong 
Kong. 

Though they had ambitions  to invest across Asia, 
some of these actors  had not even considered Taiwan. 
Moreover, the dearth of early stage social investment in 
Asia was  a consistent theme throughout the 

conference – few investors here are willing or able to 
take on social ventures  while they remain high risk. The 
Impact Economy Innovations  Fund (IEIF), launched at 
the forum, was actually created to help actors 
interested in improving early stage investment 
availability and entrepreneurial ecosystems in their 
respective sub-regions. It is a fund ostensibly created 
with the hope of stimulating the spread of more 
investment, either by stimulating the development of 
local impact investment, or by developing local social 
entrepreneurship ecosystems to the point where they 
are able to attract outside capital. 

A challenge for investors in Asia is the distance 
between capital and ideas  – an investor in Hong Kong 
might have the financial capacity to invest in a social 
innovation elsewhere, but may be reluctant to do so 
with limited knowledge of the local ecosystem. 
Established and trustworthy brokers with a knowledge 
of the local ecosystem can help facilitate the spread of 
capital to sustainable and impactful ideas. Capital and 
social challenges are usually not concentrated in the 
same spaces, but IEIF support and credibility may be 
able to empower facilitators linking the two. 

Good ideas, great teams, and successful 
innovations do not exist alone - they are either 
empowered or l imited by their surrounding 
ecosystems. Local support is  key in terms of 
mentorship, local knowledge, and connections, but it 
does not need to extend to the actual mechanisms of 
investment. In places like Taiwan, where there is only 
limited early stage capital, perhaps a hub and spoke 
model is a good alternative - hubs like Hong Kong can 
connect with trusted local brokers, which can then 
provide introductions  to great impact investment 
opportunities. Outside investment has  the added value 
of helping to set and shape local standards for impact 
investing, perhaps making it easier for local players to 
see its value and get involved. 

I’m sure many interested in Asian impact investing will 
be watching IEIF with a keen eye to see which projects 
are selected. Regardless, the impact investing forum 
itsel f helped shorten the distance between 
international capital and local challenges, by bringing 
entrepreneurs and investors together for two days of 
energetic discussion and networking. 

Connecting the Dots of Impact Investing in Asia
By Remi Kanji
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